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4kids Last edited by andre3 on Fri Jul 29, 2008 1:26 pm; edited 1 time in total There are a number of teachers who agree that it
is a great idea to get a child reading and if it is not done by the time they are 7 or 8 years old then it is too late. The national
Kumon organization is the first to offer a validated program designed to improve children's reading by teaching them the skills
of phonemic awareness and phonics. There is evidence that if a child is taught phonemic awareness by age 7 it results in a
significant boost in reading. All children are born with certain potentials but many of those potentials are not used. The first year
of life is the most crucial time in a child's life to develop and learn to read. Phonics and phonemic awareness work hand in hand.
Phonics helps children to identify the separate sounds of a word, phonemic awareness helps children to learn to read by
identifying those same sounds when they read the words. Phonics and phonemic awareness are two sides of the same coin. The
words have a shape like this: P A N C E S T A W This word shows its spelling and sound when you say it: -PA- -NCE- -STA-W The letter P represents a P sound (P), -A- represents a hard A sound (A), -NCE- represents a N sound (N), -STA- represents
a S sound (T), -W represents a W sound (W) So you see, there are only five phonemes (sounds) in the English language. These
five sounds are the root sounds that make up all the words in the English language. Once you know the sound of a word you can
recognize it and associate it with a picture. Let's take the word PASSENGER. P = P sound A = A sound S = S sound -C- = C
sound -G- = G sound -S- = S sound -N- = N sound The word PASSENGER can be pronounced and written like this: - P A S S N - G E R The letter C is always the first sound in a word. You can use a picture to help you remember this.
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